
Monetary Policy Statement FAQs 

1     What is the key message regarding growth of the economy in the April 2022 MPS?

•  The economy continues to recover from the Covid-19 pandemic related downturn.
•  Annual economic growth was estimated at 5.2 percent in the quarter to December 2021, from 3.5 percent in the               
    quarter to September 2021.
•  Economic growth recovery is being supported by the full reopening of the economy and the diminished impact of the        
    Covid-19 pandemic.
•  However, the spike in global geopolitical tensions and supply chain disruptions are likely to hinder the stability and           
    growth of the economy. 

    The prolonged tension between Russia & the Ukraine could affect the economy through three channels:
•  First, persistent global trade and supply chain disruptions (especially of imports), could reduce availability of raw materials,    
    pushing up the costs of production. 
•  Second, the prolonged tension may cause further increases in international energy prices, which will result in increasing    
    domestic pump fuel prices. Higher fuel prices can have a knock-on effect on consumer demand, hence weakening 
    economic growth.  
•  Continued sanctions on Russia could reduce investor confidence, leading to a flight to safety of portfolio investment, 
    resulting in the weakening of the Shilling exchange rate.
 4    Why did Bank of Uganda decide to maintain the Central Bank Rate (CBR) at 6.5 percent?

•  The Monetary Policy Committee (MPC) meeting of April 2022 noted that the initial impact of the recent price hikes has not  
    spread across the entire basket of consumer goods and services. 
•  The pace of economic recovery has slowed down. 
•  Keeping the CBR unchanged at 6.5 percent would support economic recovery.

 5    What other monetary policy support is being provided by BoU?

•  BoU will maintain the Credit Relief Measures (CRM) for the education and hospitality sectors which remained under    
    lockdown for an extended period.
•  BoU will maintain the Covid-19 Liquidity Assistance Program (CLAP) to manage potential liquidity risks arising from     
    the pandemic until the economic situation normalizes.

2    What is BoU doing about the increase in inflation?

•  BoU is closely monitoring the recent developments in inflation and has assessed that despite the recent spikes in   
    prices of some commodities, inflation has remained below the 5% target. 
•  Annual headline inflation and annual core inflation were 3.7% and 3.6% respectively, in March 22.
•  The strong appreciation of the shilling exchange rate has helped reduce price pressures. Indeed, recent price increases 
    have not spread across the entire basket of consumer goods and services.
•  Controlling inflation is a constitutional mandate of BoU. Over the years, BoU has managed to bring down high inflation to
    low levels. BoU will closely monitor the inflation developments and outlook and will take appropriate action, 
    where necessary to ensure price stability.  
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